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1. Introduction
The state of present technologies in technical and also non-technical practice is represented
by growing complexity of systems. A turbojet engine as a complex system is
multidimensional highly parametric system with complex dynamics and strong non-linear
behavior with stochastic properties. Its particular property is operation in a wide spectrum
of changes of its operating environment (e.g., temperatures from -60 to +40 °C, different
humidity, different pressures, etc.). If we want to secure optimal function of such system, it
is necessary to develop models and control systems implementing the newest knowledge
from the areas of automation, control technologies preferably with elements of artificial
intelligence (AI). The present control systems and dynamic models are often limited to
control or modeling of a complex system in its certain (operational) states. However, in
practice the turbojet engine finds itself in very different operating conditions that influence
its parameters of operation and characteristics. To create progressive control algorithms for
a turbojet engine, it is necessary to design models in the whole dynamic spectrum of the
modeled system including its erroneous states. Furthermore we need to design a control
system that will secure operation converging towards optimality in all eventual states of
working environment and also inner states of the system represented by its parameters. This
leads to the need of having increased intelligence of control of turbojet engines that reduces
workload of a pilot and also increases safety of operation. Safety represents a decisive factor
in design of control systems of turbojet engines and is presently bound with increasing
authority of them. The present trend designates such control systems as FADEC – Full
Authority Digital Engine Control, however in reality such control systems have different
levels of authority, intelligence and come in very different implementations. These are often
not presented as they are intellectual properties of commercial companies. The article will be
aimed on description of some present trends in development of FADEC systems and own
proposals of methodologies leading towards design and implementation of a FADEC
system with high level of intelligence able to solve all operational situations of a turbojet
engine. This is strictly bound with presentation of modern methods of modeling of turbojet
engines and the use of advanced methods of mainly sub-symbolic artificial intelligence. The
proposed methods are all tested in real-world environment using a small turbojet engine
MPM-20 in our laboratory setup. Therefore the article will also deal with approaches in
digital real-time measurement of state parameters of this engine and design of control
algorithms from engineering standpoint.
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2. Modern control systems of turbojet engines
The main global aim of control of turbojet engines is similar to other systems and that lies in
increasing their safety and effectiveness by possible reduction of costs. This requires
application of new technologies, materials and new conceptual solutions. One mean to
achieve that is the development in systems of control and regulation of the engines
themselves and processes ongoing in them.
Demands for control and regulation systems result mainly from specific properties of the
object of control – a turbojet engine. The basic functions of control systems of a turbojet
engine are the following ones – manual control, regulation of its parameters and their
limitation. Manual control and therefore choice of regime of the engine is realized by a
throttle lever according to a flight situation or expected maneuver. By regulation of a
turbojet engine we understand such a kind of control where the chosen parameters of the
engine are maintained on certain set levels, thus keeping its regime.
In the past, the classical control systems of turbojet engines were implemented mainly by
hydro-mechanical elements, which however suffered from deficiencies characteristic for
such systems. Among such deficiencies were, high mass of such systems, inaccuracies due
to mechanical looses and low count of regulated parameters. However development of
electronic systems and their elements is ongoing, which will allow to increase precision of
regulation of parameters of turbojet engines and their count to secure more complex and
precise control of turbojets.
Use of electronics and digital technologies in control systems of turbojet engines has
brought: (Lazar, 2000):
•
lowering of mass of control system
•
higher complexity of control – The count of regulated parameters used to be 3 to 7 by
hydro-mechanical systems, however the digital systems operate with 12 to 16
parameters;
•
increasing of static precision of regulation of different parameters (for example,
precision of rotations from ±0.5 % to ±0.1 %, precision of regulation of temperature from
±12K to ±5K
•
increase in reliability, service life and economics of operation of the driving unit of an
aircraft;
•
easier backup, technology of use and repairs, possibility of use of automatic diagnostics.
By design of solution of a control system for a turbojet engine, it is necessary to build an
appropriate mathematical model of the engine. The ideal approach to design of electronic
systems is a modular one, from hardware or software point of view. This implies use of
qualitative processing units that are resistant to noises of environment and also realization
of bus systems with low delays is very important in this approach. Further improvement in
quality of control can be achieved by implementation of progressive algorithms of control,
diagnostics and planning in electronic systems. These algorithms have to be able to asses the
state of the controlled system (turbojet engine in our case), then parameterize action
elements and they have to be able to control the engine under erroneous conditions
represented in outer environment or as errors in subsystems of the engine itself. Prediction
of such states represents an area to incorporate predictive control system. Methods of
situational control bound with elements of artificial intelligence supply many robust tools
for solution of afore mentioned problems and sub-problems.
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From the point of view of use of electrical and electronic systems in controls the turbojet
control systems can be roughly hierarchically divided into following sets (Lazar, 2000):
1. Electronic limiters,
2. Partial Authority Flight Control Augmentation (PAFCA,
3. „High Integration Digital Electronic Control“ (HIDEC); „Digital Engine Control“ (DEC); „Full Authority Digital Engine Control“ – (FADEC)).
The division of control systems into these three levels is not absolutely distinct, as systems
on higher level as for example HIDEC system can utilize control mechanisms as electronic
limiters. For example FADEC systems are often realized as single or double loop control
systems with utilization of PI control algorithms or electronic limiters with estimation filters
(Jonathan, 2005; Sanjay, 2005). Example of such FADEC algorithm is shown in figure 1
(Jonathan, 2005).

Fig. 1. FADEC control system with implemented PI electronic controllers
Such engine control systems are often integrated into the whole framework of an aircraft
control system.

3. Full authority control systems
There are of course many possibilities and methodologies applicable to control systems of
turbojet engines, which are FADEC compliant. Such application has to cope with strong
non-linearity and changing structure of models and constants during operation of a turbojet
engine. Such intelligent system should also be able to form decisions and predict faults
either in control circuit or the object of turbojet engine itself. Therefore intelligent turbojet
engine control is often bound with design of intelligent diagnostics systems (Wiseman, 2005)
that also deal with control of an engine during its long-term deterioration. Example of such
control based on diagnostics modules is shown in figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Diagnostic FADEC control system of a turbojet engine (Wiseman, 2005)
The control system in this case is based on intelligent PHM (Prognostics Health
Management) of the engine. Diagnostic systems of turbojet engines can be further realized
by means of artificial intelligence. In design of diagnostic and control system which would
control the engine in its erroneous states and act long before actual critical states develops
itself; we need to form exact dynamic models of the engine. In design of classic control
systems only first to second order linear models are commonly used. Methods of AI
however offer possibilities of modeling the dynamic parameters of an engine in multi
variable space with great precision in the whole range of operation of engine. Such models
can have precision within 2% of standard error in whole area of operation of a jet engine
(Andoga, 2006). Integrated model used for control of a turbojet engine can be seen in figure
1. Importance of modeling during operation of a turbojet engine can be further extended to
fault detection of sensors and other parts of control system and the engine itself. In design of
control system, the architecture also plays a significant role. Two common architectures can
be presently found in design of turbojet engine FADEC control systems (Sanjay, 2007). The
first one is the centralized one, which is reliable and well understood, but on the other hand
has many drawbacks like inflexibility, high weight, complicated fault detection, etc. This
architecture is shown in the figure 3.
The other usable architecture for design is the distributed architecture (fig. 4). Its main
advantage is high flexibility, easier fault detection and isolation, its cons are mainly higher
complexity, communication unknowns and deterministic behavior and it requires new
technologies, i.e. high temperature electronics for use in turbojet engines.
The basic element of the FADEC control system is the electronic engine control (EEC) unit
that represents the main computer (outlined in black, in the previous figures). Such systems
that are presently used to control common commercial airliners’ engines can be
schematically depicted in the following figure 4 (Linke-Diesenger, 2008).
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Fig. 3. Centralized (left) and decentralized (right) FADEC architectures (Sanjay, 2007)

Fig. 4. The system architecture of a FADEC system with the centralized arrangement of
servo valves in an HMU (Linke-Diesenger, 2008)

4. Small turbojet engine – MPM 20
The experimental engine MPM 20 has been derived from the TS – 20 engine, which is a
turbo-starter turbo-shaft engine previously used for starting engines AL-7F and AL-21F. The
engine has been rebuilt to a state, where it represents a single stream engine with radial
compressor and a single stage non-cooled turbine and outlet jet. The basic scheme of the
engine is shown in the figure 5

Fig. 5. The basic scheme of MPM 20 engine
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All sensors, except fuel flow and rotations sensor, are in fact analogue and have voltage
output. This is then digitalized by a SCXI measurement system and corresponding A/D
converters and sent through a bus into computer. Every parameter is measured at the
sampling rate of 10 Hz. The data acquisition has been done in LabView environment. The
digital measurement of parameters of MPM-20 engine in real time is important to create a
model and control systems complying with FADEC definition („Full Authority Digital
Electronic Engine Control“). Moreover we needed to change the engine from static single
regime engine into a dynamic object, what was done by regulation of pressure beyond the
compressor according to which the current fuel supply actuator changes actual fuel supply
for the engine in real time. The system has been described in (Andoga, 2006). The graph in
figure 6 shows dynamic changes of parameters of the engine to changes of fuel supply
input.

Fig. 6. One run of the engine with changes in fuel flow supply
The following basic parameters are measured:
air temperature at the outlet from the diffuser of the radial compressor - T2C [°C];
gas temperatures in front of the gas turbine - T3C [°C];
gas temperature beyond the gas turbine - T4C [°C];
static pressure of air beyond the compressor P2 [Ata];
static pressure of gases in front of the gas turbine P3 [Ata];
static pressure of gases beyond the gas turbine P4 [Ata];
fuel flow supply Qpal [l/min];
thrust Th [kg];
rotations of the turbine/compressor, n1 [rpm].
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5. Modeling of turbojet engines
5.1 Basic approaches in modeling of turbojet engines
In order to design and develop a control system for a turbojet engine, its mathematical
model has to be constructed. In mathematical modeling of technical systems, many
approaches can be used for different purposes. Specifically in the area of turbojet engines
modeling two basic can be used. The first one is the analytic one that is usually developed
under equilibrium conditions and uses physical relations and formulas to model usually
static characteristics of different areas of an engine like inlet system, compressor,
combustion chamber, etc. Such model is mainly used in design of the engine itself and to
estimate basic operating parameters and envelopes in different environments. Basic control
laws can be also estimated from such model. The second approach used mainly in design of
control algorithms and diagnostic systems lies in creation of dynamic experimental models
that model the engine or its parts as black boxes as transfer functions between input and
output parameters (Harris, et. al, 2006). These models are aimed on simulation of dynamic
behavior and regimes of an engine. To create a complex and intelligent control system both
approaches have to be used and the further sections of this chapter will show some of these
approaches to create precise computational models with use of elements of artificial
intelligence. The authors of the paper deal with both approaches in modeling and as a realworld object a small turbojet engine MPM-20 is used.
5.2 Analytic modeling
Static and dynamic properties of turbojet engines (MPM-20) can also be described by a
mathematical model of operation single stream engine under equilibrium or nonequilibrium conditions. This will allow modeling the thrust, fuel consumption, pressures
and temperatures of the engine by different altitudes and velocities in the chosen cuts of the
engine.
The steady operation of the engine is such a regime, where in every element of the engine
same thermodynamic processes are realized. Operation of an engine in its steady operation
can be described by:
1. algebraic equations of balance of mass flow of working materials through nodes of the
engine, equations of output balance, equations of regulation rules and equations
describing particular oddities of an engine. A system of equations expresses that for
given outer conditions of operation of an engine, characteristics of all nodes of an
engines and preset values of control parameters (fuel supply, cross section of the output
nozzle, angle of compressor blades), operation of the engine will settle itself on one and
only one regime (Ružek, Kmoch, 1979) .
2. graphically by utilization of knowledge of characteristics of all parts (output,
compressor, turbine, etc) of the engine and their preset curves of joint operations (e.g.
lines of stable rations of T3c/T1c in compressor). Designation of all curves of the engine
is done in a way that we will try to fulfill continuity conditions for all parts of the
engine and characteristics of all these parts are given. These characteristics can be found
by direct measurement, computation, etc.
Any regime of the turbojet engine has to fulfill the continuity equation which designates
dependencies between mass flow of air through the compressor, turbine, combustion
chamber and exhaust system (Považan, 1999):
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QVS = Qk = QSK = QT = Qtr = Q

(1)

and a condition of no distortion of the shaft

nk = nT = n

(2)

where
QVS
– mass flow of air through input system,
Qk
– mass flow of air through the compressor
QSK
– mass flow of air through combustion chamber,
QT
– mass flow of gases through the turbine,
– mass flow of gases through exhaust nozzle,
Qtr
nk
– revolutions of compressor,
– revolutions of turbine.
nT
Another condition for steady operation of the engine has to be fulfilled – the engine doesn’t
change its revolutions in time.

dn
=0
dt

(3)

This condition will be fulfilled when output of the turbine will be the same as output taken
by the compressor and accessories of the engine
WKC = ηm WTC

ηm

(4)

where
– mechanical effectiveness of the engine,

– technical work of the compressor,
WKC
WTC
– technical work of the turbine.
A detailed algorithm of designation of operational points of steady operation of a single
stream engine is described in (Főző, 2008).
Non steady operation of an engine is a regime of its operation, where in every element of the
engine time changing thermodynamic processes occur. Function of the engine in such non
steady regimes can be described by a system of differential and algebraic equations. Such
system of equations describes transient processes by change of regime of the engine, when
thrust lever is moved or other change of flight regime occurs.
Such non-steady regime occurs when work of the turbine and compressor isn’t equal, this
means that rotation moments of the turbine MT and compressor MK aren’t equal.
Acceleration of the engine is dependant upon this difference equation:
MT − MK − M ag = J
where
dω
dt
J
Mag

dω
dt

- angular acceleration of the engine,
- moment of inertia of all rotating masses reduced to the shaft of the engine
- moment needed for actuation of aggregates and overcoming of friction.
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As the angular velocity of the MPM-20 engine is given by the equation ω =

πn

and output
30
is given by equation P = Mω, after incursion of mechanical effectiveness, the basic equation
of non-steady operation of the engine is obtained:
PTηm − Pk = J

π2
900

n

dn
dt

(6)

Stable operation of the engine is then computed which gives us the initial conditions.
Differences of revolutions are then computed in a given time space ∆t and we repeat this
algorithm until the end of the transient process.
Analytic mathematical model of the engine is based on physical rules which characterize
properties and operation of different nodes of the engine, thermodynamic and aerodynamic
processes obtained by temperature cycle. While we have to take in account range of
operation of turbojet engines which give changes of thermodynamic properties of working
material.

Fig. 7. Temperature circuit calculation implemented in Matlab GUI
Contrary to the experimental one, the analytical model of the engine allows us to compute
parameters of the engine that cannot be simply simulated by models built upon the
experimental data, which use only known parameters. This way we can compute engine
surge lines, workloads on shafts, different internal temperatures and also parameters, which
are measured and can be used for checking the results of the model. The analytic model
allows us to compute parameters of our engine also by different values of outer pressure
and temperature of air, different speed of flight and height. Complexity of the model is out
of scope of this paper, the figure 8 illustrates computed curve of steady state of operation for
the MPM 20 engine. X-axis denotes the air flow through the engine, Y-axis the compression
ratio, red line represents surge line, green lines represent different speeds (reduced RPM’s),
and the dark red line represents acceleration of the engine with fast geometry of the exhaust
nozzle.
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Fig. 8. The steady state line of operation of the MPM-20 engine
5.3 Methods of artificial intelligence in analytic modeling of the MPM-20 engine
Resulting from practical expertise of the data and created analytic models we found that
adaptive fuzzy inference systems are well suited for replacing the complex equations found
in analytic modelling. We used the ANFIS – Adaptive-Network-based Fuzzy Inference
System (Roger Jang, 1993).
This system is based on network architecture just like the neural networks that maps input
on the bases of membership fuzzy functions and their parameters to outputs. The network
architecture is of feed-forward character.
To verify the ANFIS method, we are showing a simple physical dependency expressing the
pressure ratio of a radial compressor, which is a type of compressor found on the MPM 20
engine.

Π KC

⎡
⎤ κ −1
u 2 (μ + α )
= ⎢1 + 2
ηKC ⎥
c pT1C
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
κ

(7)

The equation can be understood as a static transfer function with two inputs – the
temperature T1c and circumferential speed u2 (speed of the compressor) and one output in
the form of the pressure ratio. The surface shown in the figure 9 is equal to numeric
computation of the equation 12.
The obtained results have confirmed that the chosen method ANFIS is suitable for
modelling of mathematic – physical equations with very low computational demands
(trained FIS system is computationally very simple) with very fine sampling periods (by
very fine division of interval of values of input parameters). Therefore we will further be
oriented on improvement of the complex and highly computationally demanding analytic
model of the MPM 20 engine by use of AI methods, with ANFIS in particular.
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Fig. 9. The equation (7) modeled by ANFIS
5.4 Situational modeling of the MPM-20 engine
Individual dynamical dependencies of parameters of a turbojet engine are more complex
than they can be depicted by static analytic models. In experimental modeling we will
consider T2c, T4c, P2c, n input parameters on Qpal parameter in the figure 6. The other arising
problem is that these dependencies are not stationary and are changing during course of
turbojet’s engine operation. In such case it isn’t possible to easily set operating points in
multi-dimensional non linear parametric space. The operating point will lie on a functional
of the following parameters:

Op = f (Qp,N1,T4,T2, P2)

(8)

To decompose the model into subspaces, we will use the methodology of situational
modeling and decompose the model into sub-models representing certain operating points
of the engine.
Opi = fi (N1,T4,T2, P2), i=1…n

(9)

where n is the regimes count. This decomposition can be done by expert knowledge or with
use of some clustering algorithm. We propose the decomposition of the model into a set of
three operating points (n=3), or in terms of situational modeling into three distinct situations
(Andoga, 2006). That is the startup of the engine, stable operation of the engine and its
shutdown. Every situational model is further decomposed into a set of non equivalent submodels, which are interconnected according to the basic physical dependencies in the
engine and are treated as black box systems. Every one of these sub-models is then
represented by a neural network or fuzzy inference system, which models the individual
parameter dependencies and further decomposes the operating points into local operating
points which are then represented as local neural or fuzzy models. Furthermore all models
have to be put in an adaptive structure that will be able to decide, which model to use for
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certain situational frame. The modular architecture of such system is shown in the figure 10.
A classifier in the form of neural network represents the gate which gates outputs of
individual models to give a correct prediction. Use of this model allows us to simulate
whole operation of the engine with also highly non-linear atypical situations such as startup
and shut down of the engine. The model has only a single input parameter in the form of
fuel flow input Qpal.

Fig. 10. Modular architecture of the dynamic engine model
The inputs for the classifier neural network are state variables resulting from the model, the
only input to the model is the fuel flow parameter. The output of the network will be
defined as a vector:
Ou = [x1, … , xn]

(11)

where n is the number of situational model frames and xi = {0;1},in our case n=3.
5.5 Simulations with the situational model of the MPM-20 engine
We can evaluate the situational model in terms of simulating the start-up of the engine, its
stable regime of operation and its run down, together with the whole operation. The figure
12 shows the plot of speed (rpm) of the engine during its startup with three different startup
levels of fuel flow input. The individual sub-models for this frame are in the form of neural
networks trained by scaled conjugate gradient algorithm (Moller, 1993) with the
modification of time delayed inputs. The individual models are shown in the following
figure.
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a) Startup model

b) Steady operational state

c) Shut-down state
Fig. 11.Structure of the models for three situational frames of operation of the engine.
All models were tested separately with fuel supply inputs measured by different runs of the
engine and tests were also done with the whole model with 15 different consecutive runs
defined by measured fuel flow supply. The model does not take in account environmental
conditions as they are kept constant in the laboratory. The startup model uses time delayed
feedforward neural networks with two hidden layers trained by SCG algorithm, the steady
operational state model uses Takagi Sugeno (TSK) fuzzy inference systems to model
individual parameter dependencies and the shut-down model uses neural networks of
identical structure as the startup model trained with other data.

time (s)

Fig. 12. The results of the start-up model for different levels of input signal
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Figure 13 shows simulation of a stable operation of the engine with individual models in the
form of TSK fuzzy inference systems (FIS).

time (s)

Fig. 13. One run of the engine in simulation of differences of all variables in the stable
regime.
The problematic area in this case is temperature T4c, because by use of the FIS TSK model we
aren’t able to simulate overheating of the engine as time of operation isn’t the input
parameter. Simulation of the whole operation of MPM20 engine is shown in the figure 13.
The errors of simulation of 15 different measured runs of the engine in its whole operation
are summarized in the table 1. The table shows means of mean absolute (MAE) and the
maximum absolute error (MAAE).
Parameter
N(rpm)

MAEi=1…15

MAAEi=1…15

MAPEi=1…15

MAAPEi=1…15

67

275

0.14

0.61

T4C(°C)

13

56

1.1

2.7

P2C(at)

0.065

0.071

1.7

1.88

Table 1. A summary of the MPM-20 model simulations
We can see that the maximum absolute percentage error is about 1.7% for P2C parameter in
the whole dynamic range and the maximum percentage absolute error is by 2.7% which
gives way more accurate predictions than linear dynamic models. One exemplar run of the
model is shown in the figure 14.
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Fig. 14. One run of the engine simulated by the situational model

6. Situational control algorithms for turbojet engines
6.1 Situational control algorithms of large scale systems
Methods of artificial intelligence may offer new quality into control systems. Situational
control was designed for the control of complex systems, where the traditional cybernetic
models weren’t sufficient (Pospelov, 1986). The model proposed in (Pospelov, 1986) wasn’t
sufficient to control systems characterized by features like unique dynamics, incompleteness
and indeterminacy of description, ambiguity and presence of a free will.
More general approach to situational control is the following structural scheme of formatter
control of complexes shown in the figure 15. Formatter control of a complex means not only
the control of its parameters, but also the control of the form of the complex system.
The central element of this system is the control component, which is represented by
a structure of a control component (fig 16) using methods of situational control. This means
that it is a system, which makes situational classification and chooses the appropriate control
strategy upon the basis of incoming signals from analyzers ANX, ANY, ANR and ANZ. The
following figure shows the functional scheme of situational control of a complex system.
The control process is composed of two phases, the decision and the control phase, where
every of them is divided into classification and the action phase. Processed situation is
analyzed in the selection part of the decision phase (classification). According to analysis of
results, the actual situation is then assigned to one of the prepared situations. Every
standard situation has a certain file of control algorithms which are stored in memory or an
algorithm has a file of situations that can be handled by it. During the action period of the
decision-making phase, the most suitable file of algorithms is being activated to process the
given situation.
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Fig. 15. Formatter control of a complex system (Beneš, 1974)

Fig. 16. Functional scheme of situational control system (Madarász, 1994)
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During the selection interval of the control phase, these algorithms adapt themselves for
solution of the given situation (parameterization and other adaptation connected with
activation). Realization of control activity occurs in the action period of the control phase,
this control activity is passed to action elements that manipulate with the system.
For the design of a system respecting the requirements of control in anytime, the following
algorithm is proposed (Madarász, 1994):
a. description of the structure and function of the controlled complex system,
b. global goal designation,
c. classification of erroneous operational states and their causes,
d. classification and description regimes functions of the control, that are assigned to
individual erroneous states,
e. algorithmization of individual regimes of control,
f. implementation.
By algorithmization and design of regimes of control and also by the design of a
classification mechanism, it is today necessary to consider use of robust intelligent methods
for these tasks. In the past methods of multi-criteria decision making, expert systems, or
catastrophe and chaos theory have been used for situational classification. A suitable
approach lies today in the use of adaptive learning systems that will be covered further.
6.2 Situational control system design for a turbojet engine
Methods of artificial intelligence may offer new quality into control systems. However they
can bring such benefits only after a careful model based analysis of a system where they
should be applied with regards to simplicity and error free operation of such control system.
Because on the lowest level of control we deal mostly with data and raw numbers, the
approaches of sub-symbolic AI are appropriate to be used in design of intelligent FADEC
control systems. However, on higher level of integration some symbolic concepts could also
be used. From the area of symbolic AI three basic approaches can be successfully used:
neural networks,
•
•
fuzzy inference systems,
•
genetic algorithms.

Fig. 17. General situational control system scheme to be used in turbojet engines
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All three approaches offer a vast number of methods and their combinations in hybrid
architectures. Feed-forward topologies can be successfully employed mainly in modeling of
non linearity of a jet engine and as decision elements in control circuits, for example as a
gating neural network in general jet engine situational control formatter scheme designed
by authors as shown in the figure 17.
The whole concept of the situational control system is decomposition of operational states
into time spaced situational frames (classes) and every situational frame has at least one
corresponding control algorithm (or controller) assigned to handle it. Special attention is put
on handling of critical states. The exemplar system in the figure 17 handles only four basic
situational frames.
6.3 Situational control system of the MPM-20 engine
In development and design of FADEC (Full Authority Digital Engine Control) compliant
control system, situational control methodology approach has been used. It is similar in to
the one described in previous chapter, what means we use a gating neural network as a
classifier of situational frames and system of controllers to handle those situational frames.
We use concepts of traditional situational control and formatter control of complex systems.
The resulting physical architecture including analyzers of input (X), state (Z), output (Y) and
desired (R) parameters is shown in the figure 18

Fig. 18. Implementation of situational control system with decomposition into situational
frames
Blocks designated as Si,j,k represent controllers for different situational frames, which result
from the situational decomposition of operation of the engine in three levels:
•
start-up of the engine – situational frame S1
•
steady operational state – situational frame S2
•
shut down – situational frame S3
The whole decomposition is done with use of expert knowledge in the area and data
clustering algorithms. Full situational decomposition of states is shown in the figure 18.
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Fig. 19. Situational decomposition into situational frames
The blocks in the figure 18 have the following meaning:
S1 – startup of the engine:
S1,1 –temperature problem, S1, 2 –pressure P2c problem
S2 – steady state of operation:
S2,1 – atypical state:
S2,1,1: low compression, S2,1,2 – low fuel flow, S2,1,3 – unstable speed,
S2,2 – acceleration, S2,3 – deceleration
S3 – shutdown
S3,1 – stall of the engine
S3,2 – error by run-down
The grey blocks in the figure 19 represent atypical situational frames and every frame has
defined control strategy while the switching element is done by feed-forward neural
network with time delays on input, trained by scaled conjugate gradient algorithm. The next
chapter will cover design of one controller that handles situational frames S1 and S1,1.
6.4 Start-up controller design for the MPM-20 engine
In design of control algorithms as elements of an integrated control circuit fuzzy inference
systems can be successfully used. Such system has been used to design a startup controller
for MPM 20 - the experimental small turbojet engine. This controller is acting only by
startup of the engine and its aim is to decrease the temperature overshoot by startup that
decreases life cycle of the engine and in certain cases can lead to turbine engine damage. The
present startup techniques are mainly time based, what means that the fuel flow input is
increased in a time based function rather than parameter based. The control algorithm can
be seen as controller S1 in the figure 18 and is bound with digitally controlled servo vent for
fuel supply control.
The basic idea is to decompose the startup process of the engine into model microsituational frames, where one rule of the inference system would correspond to one microsituational frame in the start-up macro-situational frame.
Each rule in the form of <IF> … <THEN> … postulate has a corresponding output value of
fuel supply assigned. In this way we can handle not only the classical situations at startup,
but also emergency situations like flameout of the engine or fire in the engine at startup.
Three inputs and one output were chosen for the rules so the rule looks like this:
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IF T4c IS L{T4c} AND dT4c IS L{dT4c} and n IS L{n} THEN Qpal IS L{Qpal}

(10)

where
T4c – temperature of gases behind the turbine
dT4c – derivation of temperature of gases behind the turbine
n – speed of the engine
Qpal – fuel flow supply to the engine
L – function that assigns fuzzy membership function in corresponding universe of the afore
mentioned parameters
In this way the fuzzy controller handles 60 micro-situations with a small excerpt shown in
the following table.

Table 2. Rules for the start-up controller of the MPM-20 engine
Where rules in yellow color represent critical temperature states, blue color represent stall of
the engine, red color represents rule handling fire of the engine and green color represents
the final rule after execution of which control is handled to another controller and engine
transits from startup macro-situation into another macro situational frame. The last figure
shows the control surfaces of the startup macro-situation for MPM-20 engine.
The proposed controller for the start-up of the MPM-20 will be included into the whole
situational control system and is awaiting further testing in laboratory conditions. Although
the controller is used only for specific situational frame, it can be further developed and
used on normal sized engines of similar type.
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Fig. 20. Control surfaces of the startup controller

7. Conclusion
The article presented some basic approaches in modeling and control of turbojet engines in
general and applied for the object of the MPM-20 engine. This engine gives us an ideal test
bed for research of methods in the areas of non-linear dynamic systems modeling and
design of advanced control algorithms. Further research will be done in the area of
situational modeling that will be headed towards broadening of input parameters of the
situational model of the engine and further refinement situational classes. In this area we
will be aimed at use of automatic algorithms to find boundaries between situational frames
within multivariate space of parameters contrary to their setting by an expert. This also
applies for situational control algorithm with the main aim lying in research of adaptive
situational classifier systems that will be able to create classes and automatically assign
controllers for them. All research in the areas of situational modeling, situational control
should bring new quality of control and modeling in the area of turbojet engines and we
expect this knowledge to be also expanded to other areas of technical systems.
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